Global Online Media Magazine Provides
Readers with a Piece of Paradise
CHARLOTTE, N.C.,
own little piece
media magazine –
not really. It’s

March 3, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Everyone wants their
of paradise and that’s exactly what a new global, online
Lucky Paradise Casinos – delivers. Is it about casinos? No,
about feeling good and being lucky.

The world’s first global media magazine, Lucky Paradise Casinos, is filled
with content designed to showcase pure entertainment. Articles run the gamut
from fashion and travel to gourmet food and celebrity chatter. So, where do
casinos come in? Readers will have access to information about some of the
world’s best casino operators around the world, but that’s not all. It’s just
fun to read about these amazing places all in one spot.
“Think of it as one-stop-shopping for pure entertainment,” Michael Brooks,
CEO of Commercial Capital Investment the company which owns the magazine, but
not the operators, says. “We never write about anything heavy. If you want to
read about politics or religion, we’re not for you. But, if you want to
escape reality and get a little piece of entertainment paradise, you’ll find
what you’re looking for with Lucky Paradise Casinos.”
For example, some recent articles include: Top 10 Million Dollar Yachts;
Visiting the Best Single Bars in Atlanta; Celebrities in Open Relationships;
Paris Fashion for the Spring; and Women Who Influenced New York’s Social
Scene.
“Our lives are busy and we’re all pulled in many directions. Sometimes we
neglect to take time for ourselves. That’s where Lucky Paradise Casinos comes
in. It’s that vehicle for pure entertainment. Think of it like taking a long
hot bubble bath,” Brooks says.
Beautifully designed and reader-friendly, visitors to Lucky Paradise Casinos
can escape for a few or many minutes into their own little piece of
entertainment paradise. Photos of some of the world’s most beautiful models
as well as eye-catching vacation spots are sure to keep readers coming back
for more.
“We must be doing something right because the magazine averages about 23,000
visitors per day,” Brooks says. “Our server can handle up to 3 million
visitors at one time, so we’re poised for growth.”
To learn more, visit: http://www.LuckyParadiseCasinos.com/.
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